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INTRODUCTION
The FNQLSDI is proud to present to you this report on the third edition of the “First Nations Waste
Management Symposium: Looking to the Future!” that took place on October 23 and 24, 2019 in the
community of Pikogan. This year, 44 people from 21 communities and 2 tribal councils participated in the
event. Conferences and workshops were held, and the success stories were presented as part of a booth
activity format. A visit of Pikogan's waste management infrastructure was organized. The themes of
planning, community mobilization and circular economy were addressed, among others. In order to
broaden perspectives, the team took care to integrate an expanded vision of the field by inviting people
from several target groups such as youth, seniors, operators and managers.
In this report, the main elements of the event have been summarized and the questions asked by the
participants are presented. The event’s agenda is included under annex 1 of the report while the
satisfaction survey is under annex 2. Finally, annex 3 presents two interactive maps.

Welcoming Remarks
An opening ceremony with Mr. Oscar Kistabish, an Elder from Pikogan, started the event. While inviting
all the participants to form a large circle, he raised the importance of being well prepared for each day in
order to incorporate teachings. He drew a parallel between smudging and water. Everyone uses water to
wash their faces in the morning but smudging instead purifies and cleanses the spirit. After urging
participants to start this work with an open mind, he offered an opening prayer and stressed that using
one’s own language should be important to everyone.

Icebreaker Activity: First Nations of Quebec Interactive Maps
Each of the symposium’s participants had the opportunity to indicate the waste management projects of
their respective communities using stickers of different colours (representing different categories of
infrastructure and projects), such as waste management plans, HHW drop-off points, ecocentres,
composting and recycling, on two interactive maps representing the territory of Quebec. A first map paints
a portrait of the projects in operation while a second map shows the projects in development. To see the
maps, please refer to annex 3.

PRESENTATION ON THE FIRST NATIONS OF QUEBEC AND LABRADOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (FNQLSDI)
Katherine Tremblay, Catherine Talbot and Laura Morgan, FNQLSDI
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
The team summarized the services available in terms of waste management from the FNQLSDI via its
mobile (Circuit Rider) training program and presented some achievements of the past year. Also, the tools
available and accessible for the communities were presented. The four components are detailed in the
presentation, namely training, awareness, technical support and the toolbox.

−
−
−
−
−

Continuing education is offered on a number of waste management topics, such as the
management and operation of ecocentres.
The new version of a data collection tool to compile information on the visitors and materials
passing through ecocentres is now available.
The team is currently on an awareness tour to distribute a turnkey educational kit among teachers
to carry out activities on waste management.
The team is supporting several communities in their waste management projects to set up
ecocentres, composting, etc.
Many awareness tools are also available for communities.

Please contact the FNQLSDI for more details regarding the services offered and tools available.
Finally, the next steps and initiatives pursued by the FNQLSDI are discussed, including the creation of a
best-practice guide and the redesign of the regional portrait on First Nations waste management.

First Nations Waste Management Initiative
Isabelle Déry, Indigenous Services Canada (ISC)
-

-

The waste management projects that could not be funded in 2019-2020 are still on a contingency
list. They will be able to benefit from any budget surpluses from other regions.
The year 2020-2021 is the last year of the initiative. The amounts awarded will be more limited
than before. The priority projects are those relating to infrastructure maintenance and projects
already underway.
There is no deadline for the submission of applications for funding, given the contingency list of
projects. Applications are now open year-round.
Recent regulatory changes to the federal environmental assessment process could have impacts
on the course of your projects (such as additional delays).

Procedures for programs for elimination royalty redistribution and compensation for
curbside recycling
Sophie Taillefer, RECYQ-Québec
Compensation regime for curbside recycling
- It aims to make companies that market recyclable containers more responsible. These companies
pay the net costs of municipal curbside recycling.
- Communities managing collection, transport, sorting and packaging contracts could be entitled to
compensation.
- The compensation amounts depend on curbside recycling performance.
Charges payable for the disposal of residual materials
- It grants charges on each ton of waste buried and eliminated. It aims to reduce elimination, extend
the life of technical landfills and finance waste management.
- It is managed by the Ministère de l’Environnement et de la lutte contre les changements
climatiques (MELCC).

-

-

Previously, two types of royalties existed: the royalty for the regular charge and the additional
charge. Currently, there is a regulatory amendment that merges both types of charges. The total
charge is $23.07/ ton of landfilled material.
The distribution of royalties is based, among other things, on the territorial performance of the
residual materials disposed of and the number of residents.
It should be noted that most communities do not currently benefit from these two programs.
QUESTIONS AND COMMENT

-

-

-

-

Are communities required to dispose of their organic waste in regulated facilities to be entitled
to the elimination royalty? Generally, there are no specific criteria concerning the drop-off
location for the collected organic waste. However, there is an exception for municipalities and
communities with fewer than 5,000 residents who have specific criteria.
Since the start of the elimination royalty program, has there been a decrease in waste in landfills
and an increase in recycling? The question is difficult to answer, but a decrease has been
observed. Several factors influence the quantity of waste eliminated in Quebec such as the
addition of organic waste collection and the establishment of awareness programs.
Have the pilot projects applied the principle of incentive pricing led to conclusive results so far?
Yes, Recyq-Québec encourages and documents this kind of project. However, before
implementing these pilot projects, it is necessary to set up curbside recycling and organic waste
collection.
With the recycling situation, are there plans for cardboard and glass projects? Recyq-Québec is
currently working to increase the quality of the paper-cardboard material and, regarding glass,
working on creating new outlets such as adding glass to cement. Modernization of curbside
recycling and deposits are planned.

ACTIVITIES OF THE QUEBEC FIRST NATIONS WASTE MANAGEMENT
REGIONAL COMMITTEE
Presentation on the Regional Committee
Martine Bruneau, Pikogan
Laura Morgan and Katherine Tremblay, FNQLSDI
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

The committee has been set up in November 2018. Currently, it is composed of 16 members who
act as representatives of the First Nations in Quebec.
The committee's mission is to ensure that the issues of waste management are taken into
consideration by government authorities.
The committee aim to improve and promote waste management initiatives and join efforts
towards a common strategy: zero waste.
Seven major objectives have been established to achieve the committee's mission.
Among the various actions to be carried out, the committee prioritized three of them:
1. Seek political and financial support;
2. Create a template to facilitate waste management planning;
3. Develop a best practice guide.

-

The committee presented a draft resolution to the Chiefs of the Assembly of First Nations QuebecLabrador in September 2019. The resolution was adopted unanimously.
Four meetings took place during 2019.
The Workplace platform has recently been used to bring people together who work directly in or
who are interested in waste management in order to exchange information, ideas, knowledge and
expertise on this subject through a community of practice. An invitation had been sent by email
to access Workplace1.

Discussion workshop
KEY INFORMATION ON THE WORKSHOP
During the discussion workshop, the participants were divided by Nation and they had to answer a series
of questions about current waste management issues. They had to discuss the possibility of developing a
regional plan.

Activity comments (results)
Opinions and questions on the regional action plan
Current operational issues
- Securing your own equipment
− A management approach on a regional scale
- Expensive operations due to
could help reduce the costs associated with
remoteness
waste management (e.g. sharing of Cree
- Improve maintenance to extend the
collection transport)
lifespan of machinery (because
− Make a customized waste management
transportation in the North is costly)
planning template instead
- Construction delays due to the
− Several communities have or are part of a
climate
waste management plan. How will they be
linked to the regional plan?
− Will there be communication with
municipalities?
− Who will identify the main objectives to be
pursued?
− Who will write the plan?
− Create a simple infographic to better explain
the regional plan
− A structured and detailed action plan will
encourage more dynamic work
Current infrastructure issues
Current management issues
- Lack of space
- Lack of skilled labour
- Lack of space to store recycling
- Lack of training (class 3)
- Lack of funding
- Overworked staff
- Lack of equipment
- Lack of communication at different
- Lack of appropriate facilities
levels (population, council, other
- Little progress even if there are new
communities, employees, etc.)
acquisitions

1

Contact mrodriguez@iddpnql.ca or lmorgan@iddpnql.ca to request access to the community of practice on Workplace

-

Other comments
Need for the establishment of a regional committee overseeing the waste management of the
communities
Tire accumulation since 2013
Better communication is needed to mobilize the population.
Fears related to change (habits and behaviours)
Difficulty convincing band council members
Few people interested in working in waste management as these are large-scale projects
Lack of awareness
Poor maintenance of industrial, commercial and institutional (ICI) bins
Absence, in certain communities, of operators or project managers in the environmental field
Funding (Cree Nation Government) possible for waste management but lack of a plan for the
creation of the NRA (New Relationships Agreements)

WASTE MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Developing your waste management plan (WMP)
Natalie Fontaine O’Connell, FNQLSDI
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
−
−
−

A waste management plan is a document used to plan the management of the various types of
waste generated in a territory by all sectors over a period of seven years.
The waste management plan provides a general portrait of waste management and defines
objectives and actions allowing to reduce the quantities of waste produced, improve
environmental protection and promote good management practices.
If it complies with the requirements of RECYC-QUÉBEC, it may give access to the program for the
redistribution of waste elimination royalties.

Discussion panel on waste management plan successes and challenges
Holly McComber, Kahnawake
Marie-Christine Roussel Gray, Listuguj
Adam Fontaine, Uashat mak Maliotenam
Isabelle Brûlé, Long Point First Nation
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
Holly McComber, Kahnawake
Kahnawake had had its own waste management plan since 2010. It had been revised in 2016 by Ms. Holly
McComber with the assistance of an external consultant. Setting realistic goals and making sure they were
achieved was very important to the process. The participation and help of as many people as possible were
put forward in the development of the plan, for example, by involving stakeholders from the band council
and schools. This process was, however, difficult since waste management was not a priority for most
people or for other departments.

The waste management plan was enabling them to closely monitor the cost of each project and to apply
for funding that was more suited to their realities. They were also benefitting from revenues from the
waste management royalty program.
Marie-Christine Roussel Gray, Listuguj
Listuguj had been working on its own waste management plan since 2016. It would will into force upon
being ratified by the chiefs. Ms. Roussel Gray had been the senior writer in collaboration with members of
the community's public works department. The consultation and approval process are very time
consuming both within the community and with RECYC-QUÉBEC. In this sense, even after the plan had
been written, a person needed to be responsible for following-up on it. Otherwise, it could take a few
months for a full-time resource to write a plan. RECYC-QUÉBEC had many resources that could help a
community develop its plan, including a document detailing a table of contents with the elements to be
incorporated into each part.
Adam Fontaine, Uashat mak Maliotenam
Uashat mak Maliotenam had a joint waste management plan with the Regional County Municipality (RCM)
of Sept-Rivières since 2005. It had been revised up to its current 2016-2020 version. Mr. Fontaine was
involved in the review process as a member of the working committee. Among other things, the waste
management plan had made it possible to collect data on waste management and then effectively monitor
it from year to year. The action plan had a good success rate thanks to a very participative population.
Isabelle Brûlé, Long Point First Nation
Long Point First Nation was included in the waste management plan of the RCM of Témiscamingue.
However, the community was not involved in the action plan measures and was operating its own curbside
recycling. With that in mind, it had decided to internally develop its waste management plan. Even if their
status as an Indian settlement prevented them from having access to the government’s royalty program,
it allowed them to optimize their management with the creation of a short-, medium- and long-term
vision. The 2018-2020 version of their document still needed to be approved. Due to the lack of
quantitative data related to their status, they had opted for the presentation of equally valid qualitative
data and objectives. Ensuring continuity of recycling and focusing on public awareness and education were
some examples of the actions in the plan.

WORKSHOP: BOOTHS ON FIRST NATIONS SUCCESS STORIES AND
INITIATIVES
KEY INFORMATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Eleven communities presented their waste management projects at their booths. Participants were
encouraged to visit them and to complete a quiz identifying the challenges and issues encountered. The
projects presented explored five themes:
−

The management of an ecocentre was explained by members of the Unamen Shipu and Kebaowek

−
−
−
−

communities.
Eco-patrols were explained by
members of the communities of
Mashteuiatsh and Nemaska.
Compost was explained by members
of the communities of Kahnawake,
Wôlinak and Kawawachikamach.
Recycling was explained by members
of the communities of Manawan,
Kitcisakik and Listuguj.
Source reduction was explained by a
representative of Fonds ÉcoLeader.

Jérémy from Wôlinak presenting the thermophilic
composting project

MOBILIZATION OF THE PARTIES
Planning and mobilization process – practical cases
Catherine Béland, FNQLSDI
Chantal Kistabish, Pikogan

KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
Mobilization and planning processes were addressed with a practical case focused on Comprehensive
Community Planning (CCP), in particular that of the community of Pikogan. Participants were asked to
participate in several activities in order to understand the meaning of planning in terms of mobilization. It
emerged that CCP gives community members a voice so that they can develop a collective vision in order
to create positive change leading to balance and harmony.
−
−
−

Comprehensive: Because it affects ALL aspects of the community;
Community: Carried out by ALL members of the community;
Planning: Identification of the actions to be implemented to achieve your vision.

The vision that emerged from the CCP was a circle representing how it should be the common thread
between all the different sectors and departments of band councils and the plans they produce. The waste
management plans are therefore naturally added to the other plans of the infrastructure and capital
departments, but their development must be done in constant collaboration with the other sectors to
ensure that they are harmonized.

Mobilization plan workshop
In groups of five or six, participants had to choose a project (ecocentre, composting, waste management,
etc.) and try to determine the target audiences, objectives, means and tools to mobilize the community as
well as the associated potential challenges.

Mobilization tools
John Mowatt, Pikogan
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
−
−

−
−

Community mobilization is an action that aims to encourage members to participate in community
projects.
It must include the entire community rather than just a few stakeholders who are directly involved
in the projects (seniors, youth, workers, groups and committees, community members, elected
officials and partners).
Some key tips: have a common goal; create a sense of belonging; establish a work plan; meet by
inviting as many people as possible; encourage exchanges so that everyone feels heard.
First Nations communities are a group of people for whom mobilization is part of tradition. For
example, the use of the territory for hunting and fishing and everyone's participation in tasks to
enjoy the fruits of the harvest.

Mobilization tools:
− Hosting (meal, prizes, translation, transportation)
− Adapting well (family workshops, childcare)
− Promoting culture and values (stories, traditions, territory)
− Communicating well
− Invitation
Other important tools and factors:
− Educational tools
− Methods adapted to each age group (radio for seniors, Facebook for young people, etc.)
− Diversification of the means of communication
− Communication in advance (giving time)
− Achievement of several objectives at once (ground, food, employment, etc.)
− Continuous mobilization

Discussion panel – Diversity of perspectives and mobilization experiences
Réal Jourdain, Waste Management Operator from Uashat mak Mani-Utenam
Oscar Kistabish, Elder from Pikogan
Winnebego Bobbish and Jessica Kitchen, Nemaska youth
KEY INFORMATION
Réal Jourdain: Following a problem with contaminated recycling, Réal Jourdain had decided to make a
series of videos with Innuweb. The purpose of these videos was to raise awareness regarding good

household recycling practices. The videos had not had the desired effect and the heavy costs associated
with burying waste had pushed the community to find alternatives solutions. Attempts had been made to
check the contents of each bin and not collect those that were contaminated, but the problem persisted.
However, having knowledge of the source of the contaminants, ecopatrollers had conducted targeted
awareness-raising efforts among these residences. This demonstrated that maintaining long-term
commitment requires diversifying techniques and remembering that mobilization is a constant challenge
rather than just an early project challenge.
Winnebego Bobbish and Jessica Kitchen: After having received ecopatroller training, these two young
people had been hired to help their community deal with several waste management-related challenges.
They had mostly focused on raising awareness about the changes that were going to be taking place in
their community (ecocentre and composting). During their work, they had noted a number of challenges
related to the territory and the collection of waste from scattered cabins. They had observed language
barriers among seniors in terms of understanding concepts related to recycling, among other things, as
well as challenges related to mobilizing people or capturing their interest. They presented several
interesting proposals concerning the problems of their communities (waste management such as
composting and community greenhouses in service of lower prices for fruit and vegetables, etc.). Refusing
to give up, they had found that persistence was key and that methods of communication needed to be
diversified.
Oscar Kistabish: Mr. Kistabish talked about the importance of everyone raising awareness about changing
habits for both themselves and the people around them. He reiterated the importance of reducing our
consumption of things that will become waste. While addressing the traditional way of life of families in
the territory, he explained that the ancestors had always taken care of Mother Earth and would never
leave waste behind in their camps. He added that mobilization is easy when people like what they are
rallying around, and that people should certainly find something in common in order to love Mother Earth
together. He wrapped things up by recalling the circle: what enters your house will end up having to leave
it and go to a garbage dump. It is important to remember that each person has an impact, our thoughts
have an impact, our vision has an impact. The mobilization of our communities as a whole will therefore
occur when each individual adopts environmental values. Individual accountability leads to the
mobilization of groups.
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
−

Does the young age of the waste management ecopatrollers represent a challenge in terms of
communicating messages among members of the community? While there will always be those
who remain reluctant to change, the idea is to use positive reinforcement instead of reprimand
and to try to provide tangible solutions for those to whom you are reaching out. Diversifying
awareness-raising activities and tools (booths at festivals, community activities, presence in parks,
etc.) is also effective in getting messages across without targeting people directly and infringing
on their privacy (door-to-door).

FIRST NATIONS WASTE MANAGEMENT IN ALBERTA
Pamela Haggarty, First Nation Technical Services Advisory Group (TSAG)

-

-

KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
The TSAG is a non-profit organization uniting 140 reserves and 46 Albertan bands.
In the area of environmental management, the organization has a sustainable community program
that includes facilitation and engagement components, technical engineering support, solid waste
management planning and youth awareness.
Many partnerships had been set up, notably with DreamRider Productions, focused on the
creation of indigenous content as part of the zero-waste youth awareness program “Planet
Protector Academy: Zero Heroes” and with the Recycling Council of Ontario for training related to
the characterization of waste.
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

-

-

-

What does "Stewardship Program" mean? The Quebec equivalent is the extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR). In other words, an external organization to recover certain specific materials,
whereby the recovery costs are covered as soon as they are produced.
Do you have many participants in your training programs? Yes, we have a large number of
participants; usually between 20-25 people.
Is it possible to give us more information regarding the Freon capture device and do you have a
similar device for propane? We will be able to share the items found in the kit related to the Freon
capture device. In Alberta for propane, a few companies such as Tank Traders
(https://tanktraders.com/) recover old tanks.
There is a half-day training course focused on safely removing valves from propane tanks. After
this operation, the propane cylinder is simply considered metal instead of a hazardous material.

VISIT OF PIKOGAN’S WASTE MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
Martine Bruneau and Raphaël Cananasso, Pikogan
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

Waste management staff from Pikogan offered guided tours of community waste management
facilities to conference participants. The ecocentre and composting facilities were visited.
The operation as well as the maintenance and management challenges of the facilities were
addressed, and the participants had the opportunity to ask questions related to the needs of their
communities.

Guided tour of Pikogan's composting facilities (thermophilic composting)

CIRCULAR ECONOMY – AN EFFICIENT WASTE MANAGEMENT AND
PREVENTION STRATEGY
Introduction to the circular economy
Marcel Rodriguez, FNQLSDI
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

-

-

The traditional linear economic system has several negative aspects: overconsumption of
resources, exponential demand for resources, rising prices of resources, wasteful use, pollution
and production of waste.
The circular economy is a production system that aims to optimize the use of resources and reduce
the impact on the environment.
Three principles guide the circular economy: the exclusion of waste and pollution from the design
stage, the maintenance of products and materials in use and the regeneration of natural systems.
Around the world, the circular economy is an approach that is gaining momentum. International
organizations (the United Nations, the World Bank, etc.), governments (France, the Netherlands,
England, etc.) and companies (Renault, Google, etc.) are increasingly involved. In Quebec, there is
already a good network to support this transition well.
The circular economy is an essential context for recovering waste at different levels. Thus, “waste”
becomes a source of resources.

Circular economic prospects among the First Nations communities
Karine Awashish, First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Economic Development Commission (FNQLEDC)
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

-

-

-

The circular economy is a way of taking back the traditional knowledge of the First Nations, in
particular the principles of sharing, co-operation and respect for resources (non-waste). The
moose is a good example of an inspiring resource for developing a form of circular economy.
The philosophy of Nehirowisiw (the one who comes from the forest): sustenance, tools and
equipment, the use of resources and how they are used. This being is in balance and adapts easily,
their identity also encompasses their beliefs, land and way of life.
This economic model could help stimulate the arts and crafts market while reducing nonrecovered waste. The creativity and ingenuity of First Nations are qualities that can propel the
adaptation and adoption of this model.
The Tapiskwan sipi project is an example of waste recovery potential and the sustainability of
Atikamekw culture.

Implementation of the circular economy
Jennifer Pinna, Centre de transfert technologique et écologie industrielle (CTTÉI)
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

-

-

The CTTÉI is a group of technology transfer centres that is associated with CEGEPs and colleges in
Quebec. Their goal is to promote waste recovery, find outlets, replace raw materials with
secondary materials and test new technologies.
The CTTÉI is trying to reproduce the ecosystems in industry. In other words, creating outputs from
each other's inputs (flow looping) using strategies inspired by natural cycles.
The CTTÉI supports the Synergie Québec program. It is a network of agents who seek to create
linkages between different companies, NPOs, etc. to promote the exchange of waste (industrial
symbiosis).
It also aims to change the perception of waste from simply garbage, expenses or sources of
contamination to resources and income shares.

Fond Écoleader, a provincial initiative for the transition towards circular economy
Philippe Angers, Conseil Régional de l’Environnement de l’Abitibi Témiscamingue (CRÉAT)
KEY INFORMATION OF THE PRESENTATION
-

Launched on September 20, 2019, the initiative aims to support companies to adopt
environmentally friendly practices and clean technologies based on three components:

-

-

A network of 18 agents has been deployed at the provincial level to support companies in
their efforts as well as to refer them to experts or sources of funding.
- A funding program making it possible to hire experts or prepare companies for the
acquisition of clean technologies.
- Tools available on their website, currently available in French only, available at
https://www.fondsecoleader.ca/
$18.5 million envelope over four years for which eligible applicants are companies (all activity
sectors included), cooperatives and social economy enterprises.
A business that has a band council or a northern community as majority shareholders could be
funded by the Fond Écoleader (on a case-by-case basis) if it is managed as a business and has
trading activities.

GREEN AND LOCAL EVENT
For this 3rd edition of the symposium, accommodations, conferences and networking activities all took
place within the community of Pikogan. Meals were also provided by members of the community.
One of the objectives during the event was to minimize the amount of waste sent to the landfill. To do
this, the collaboration of all participants was necessary.

The following actions were taken:
‐ Sixty reusable tableware sets were used and donated to the community of Pikogan at the end of
the event. This was done to reduce the use of disposable tableware in the community’s future
events.
‐ Single-use packaging was replaced by bulk products (sugar, salt, pepper, milk, cream, etc.);
‐ Three compartment bins were available throughout the event: one bin for organic waste (20 L),
one for recycling (120 L) and one for garbage (120 L).
‐ Awareness posters indicated to the participants in which bins the various waste needed to be
placed.
‐ At the end of the event, organic waste was sent to the community composter;
‐ A limited amount of paper was used (agenda, presentations, etc.);
‐ Leftover food was distributed to avoid wasting food.

CO2 emissions
The FNQLSDI’s waste management team also wanted to offset the carbon emissions generated by the
participants’ travel. Due to the remoteness of the community of Pikogan, travel by both airplane and
vehicle had been necessary.
12 tons of carbon emissions were generated by transport during the symposium. To offset the total
emissions, approximately sixty trees would be planted in 2020. In addition, 4,500 kg of CO2 was avoided
thanks to carpooling!2

CLOSING PRAYER
Oscar Kistabish addressed the participants for the closing prayer. He began by explaining how, in his youth,
when people returned from travelling the land, they told members of their community what they had seen
and experienced. This is how different places could be recognized by others and named and appreciated
for what they represented. It was tradition. He then urged participants to do the same; to return to their
communities recharged from their experiences and learning and share what they had experienced with
the members of their communities.

2

The CO2 emissions were calculated using the tool of the Arbre-évolution organization.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The coordinator of the waste management team concluded the symposium by thanking the participants
for their involvement throughout the event. People’s interest in furthering the management of First
Nations was clear to see. She wrapped things up by emphasizing that it is possible to communicate with
the FNQLSDI at any time for questions, to provide feedback or even to request support for community
waste management projects.
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Marie-Christine Roussel-Gray – Waste management planning panellist, booths workshop, Listuguj
Adam Fontaine – Waste management planning panellist, Uashat mak Mani-Utenam
Isabelle Brûlé – Waste management planning panellist, Winneway
Jeannot Mullen – Booth's workshop, Unamen Shipu
Éloïse Simard – Booth's workshop, Mashteuiatsh
Jérémy Poliquin – Booth's workshop, Wôlinak
Billy Shecanapish – Booth's workshop, Kawawachikamach
Augustin Penosway – Booth's workshop, Kitcisakik
Catherine Béland – Planning process, FNQLSDI
Chantal Kistabish – Planning process, Pikogan
John Mowatt – Mobilization tools, Pikogan
Réal Jourdain – Mobilization prospects, Uashat mak Mani-Utenam
Oscar Kistabish – Mobilization prospects, Pikogan
Winnebego Bobbish – Booth's workshop, Mobilization prospects, Nemaska
Jessica Kitchen – Booth's workshop, Mobilization prospects, Nemaska
Pamela Haggarty – First Nations Technical Advisory Group, Alberta
Raphaël Cananasso – Composting infrastructure
Jennifer Pinna – Centre de transfert technologique et écologie industrielle
Philippe Angers – Fonds Écoleader
Charlotte Rullac – Booth's workshop, Fonds Écoleader
Karine Awashish – First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Economic Development Commission, Obedjiwan

Annex 1: Agenda
Facilitation: Katherine Tremblay, FNQLSDI

Day 1: October 23, 2019
8:30 am

Welcoming remarks
Katherine Tremblay – FNQLSDI

9:15 am

Presentation on the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable
Development Institute (FNQLSDI)
Katherine Tremblay – FNQLSDI

10:00 am

Icebreaker activity: First Nations waste management interactive map

10:30 am

Break

10:50 am

First Nation Waste Management Regional Committee activities,
Martine Bruneau, Regional Committee spokesperson

11:20 am

Workshop 1: Discussion and feedback – Regional Committee

12:00 pm

Lunch

⮊ Waste management planning

1:15 pm

Elaborating a waste management plan
Nathalie Fontaine O’Connell and Catherine Bergeron – FNQLSDI

2:00 pm

Discussion panel – Successes and challenges of WMP
Holly McComber, Kahnawake
Marie-Christine Roussel Gray, Listuguj
Adam Fontaine, Uashat mak Maliotenam
Isabelle Brûlé, Long Point First Nation

2:15 pm

Plenary session – Questions and open discussions

2:30 pm

Break

2:50 pm
Workshop 2: Booths on success stories and initiatives from First Nations
communities
3:30 pm

Quiz answers and discussion

4:00 pm

Networking
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Day 2: October 24, 2019
8:30 am
8:40 am

Welcoming remarks
Planning and mobilization process – practical cases
Catherine Béland, FNQLSDI
Chantal Kistabish, Pikogan
9:35 am
Mobilization tools
John Mowatt, Pikogan
10:00 am Discussion panel: Diversity of mobilization perspectives and experiences
Réal Jourdain, Waste Management Operator from Uashat mak Maliotenam
Oscar Kistabish, Elder from Pikogan
Winnebego Bobbish and Jessica Kitchen, Nemaska youth
10:30 am Break
10:50 am Workshop 3: Solving waste management mobilization challenges.
11:30 am First Nations waste management in Alberta
Pamela Haggarty, First Nation Technical Services Advisory Group (TSAG)
12:00 pm Lunch
1:15 pm
Visit of Pikogan’s waste management infrastructure
Martine Bruneau and Raphaël Cananasso, Pikogan
2:15 pm
Break
⮊ Circular economy, an efficient waste management and prevention strategy
2:30 pm
Introduction to circular economy
Marcel Rodriguez, FNQLSDI
2:40 pm
Circular economy implementation
Jennifer Pinna, Centre de transfert technologique et écologie industrielle (CTTÉI)
3:00 pm
Fonds Écoleader, a provincial initiative for transitioning toward circular economy
Philippe Angers, Écoleader and Conseil Régional de l’Environnement de l’Abitibi
Témiscamingue (CRÉAT) Officer
Charlotte Rullac, Écoleader and FaunENord Officer
3:20 pm
Perspectives of First Nations communities on circular economy
Karine Awashish, First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Economic Development
Commission (FNQLEDC)
4:00 pm
First Nations waste management upcoming challenges’ interactive map
4:15 pm
Closing ceremony – Oscar Kistabish, Pikogan
4:30 pm
End of symposium
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Annex 2: Satisfaction surveys
Overall satisfaction
Generally speaking, people were very satisfied with the symposium. The 26 participants who completed
the satisfaction survey gave the following results:
Table 1: Results – Satisfaction surveys

Autres
Others

Contenu
Contents

Evaluations
Évaluations

1) Very unsatisfied 2) Somewhat unsatisfied 3) Neutral 4) Somewhat satisfied 5) Very satisfied

1)Très insatisfait 2) Un peu insatisfait 3) Neutre

Présentation et atelier sur le comité régional
Presentation and workshops on the Regional
Bloc
- PGMR
Committee
Atelier
des initiatives des PNs
Block:Kiosques
Waste management
Réseautage
au
Shaputuan
Workshop: Booths on FN Initiatives
Bloc
- Planification
mobilisation communautaire
Networking
at theet
Shaputuan
Block:
Community
planningetand
mobilization
Visite
terrain
: Compostage
écocentre
Field
trip: Composting
and ecocentre
Bloc
- Économie
circulaire
Block: Circular economy
Horaire (heures de début, fin, deux jours, etc.)
Schedule (start times, end times, two days, etc.)
Service
de traduction
simultanée
Simultaneous
translation
service
Material
distributed
and
sent
by email;
Matériel distribué et transmis par
courriel,
presentations
available
online
présentation disponibles sur le site web
TOTAUX

% de gens très satisfaits

1
5
1
2
1

4
3
4
5
2
1
4

18
22
21
16
21
23
21

69%
85%
81%
62%
81%
88%
81%

3

4

19

73%

3

2

21

81%

4
1

2

0

3

% very satisfied

4) Un peu satisfait 5) Très satisfait

1

6

19

73%

21

35

201

77%

As shown in Table 1, the majority of participants highly appreciated the event, with a satisfaction rate of
77%. Note that the satisfaction rate only takes into account the category of “very satisfied” people. By
consulting the percentages, we note that the waste management blocks, booth workshops, community
planning and mobilization, the field trip, circular economy as well as simultaneous translation obtained
satisfaction rates of more than 80%.
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Comments
The following table highlights the comments mentioned by survey respondents for each of the blocks of
the symposium. Comments are separated into two categories: “Positive” and “To be improved”.
Table 2: Comments by block

Here is a list of all general comments from the surveys:
-

Very interesting to learn about the experiences and realities of the different
communities
Loved the ecopatrollers!
The hotel was super clean!
I liked being in the community, it was very typical.
The hotel is very nice and comfortable! Too bad it doesn’t have its own reception hall.
I enjoy staying in your Rodeway Hotel Meegwetch
Maybe let people have lunch somewhere else just to get some fresh air and relax a
little.
I love this organization
The next event should be held in Uashat mak Mani-Utenam, Maliotenam or
Mashteuiatsh
Organize the next symposium on the Côte-Nord (Uashat mak Mani-Utenam or
Maliotenam)
Excellent!!! The hotel was great!!!
Great food, felt really welcomed
Excellent food + venue - Hotel was excellent!
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-

Nice variety of presentation topics + speaker styles
Very remote, list of community achievements (ecocentres, waste management
planning, composting)
Thank you Pikogan, I felt very welcome and the hotel was wonderful.
It’s nice to hold organizational meetings in a community
It was a very interesting conference focused on development
Very nice symposium! Well done to your team.
Shortcomings in terms of presentation moderation.

In summary, we can see an interest in the Côte-Nord as a potential location for an upcoming event. The
Pikogan hotel and catering services were greatly appreciated by the participants. Most participants
enjoyed being in a community for such an event. Finally, presentation moderation must be improved.

Topics of interest
The following is a list of topics of interest according to the surveys.
-

Green technology to improve waste management
Indigenous knowledge and culture in terms of awareness and training
Practical cases of circular economy
Soil contamination, hydrocarbons, contaminated sites… what to do about
them?
More out in the field
Applying for funding for vehicle purchases (ISC): garbage/waste collection
truck
EPR Program, HHW management, HHW
Operation and maintenance of ecocentres and composting
Eco-friendly way of life
Beginner’s guide to ecocentres and composting
Contract with municipalities
Zero waste (using person or organization as an example)
More openness with municipalities and waste management (royalties)
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Annex 3: Interactive maps
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